5.0 Preparing Nonautomation Letters
* * * * *

5.3 Nonmachinable Preparation

5.3.1 Nonmachinable Bundling

[Remove current 5.3.1c entirely; re-letter current 5.3.1d to 5.3.1c; to read as follows:]
* * * a. 5-digit (required); 10-piece minimum; red Label 5 or optional endorsement line (OEL); labeling not required for pieces in full 5-digit trays.
 b. 3-digit (required); 10-piece minimum; green Label 3 or OEL.
 c. Mixed ADC (required); no minimum; tan Label X or OEL.

5.3.2 Traying and Labeling

[Remove current 5.3.2c entirely; re-letter current 5.3.2d to 5.3.2c; to read as follows:]
* * * c. Mixed ADC (required); no minimum; labeling:
1. Line 1: Use L201; for mail originating in ZIP Code areas in Column A, use “MXD” followed by city, state, and 3-digit ZIP Code prefix in Column C (use “MXD” instead of “OMX” in the destination line and ignore Column B).
2. Line 2: “FCM LTR MANUAL WKG.”

240 Commercial Mail USPS Marketing Mail

243 Prices and Eligibility
* * * * *

6.0 Additional Eligibility Standards for Enhanced Carrier Route USPS Marketing Mail Letters and Flats
* * * * *

6.5 High Density and High Density Plus (Enhanced Carrier Route) Standards—Flats
* * * * *

[Add new section 6.5.3; to read as follows:]
6.5.3 High Density Carrier Route Bundles on a 5-digit Pallet (High Density-CR Bundles/Pallet Price Eligibility)—Flats

High Density—CR Bundles/Pallet prices apply to each piece in a carrier route bundle of 10 or more pieces that are palletized under 705.8.0 on a 5-digit carrier route, 5-digit carrier routes, or 5-digit scheme carrier route pallet entered at an Origin (None), DNDC, DSCF, or DDU entry.
* * * * *

700 Special Standards
* * * * *

705 Advanced Preparation and Special Postage Payment Systems
* * * * *

8.0 Preparing Pallets
* * * * *

8.10 Pallet Presort and Labeling
* * * * *

8.10.3 USPS Marketing Mail or Parcel Select Lightweight—Bundles, Sacks, or Trays

[Add new second sentence to 8.10.3; to read as follows:]
* * * For USPS Marketing Mail High Density flats price eligibility, only 5-digit pallets under 8.10.3a-c are allowed, and the pallets must be entered under None, DNDC, DSCF or DDU standards (Use “HD/HD+ DIRECT” for one route and “HD/HD+ CR–RTS” for multiple routes on the line 2 contents description).* * *

Preparation sequence and labeling:

[Revise sub-section 8.10.3a2; to read as follows:]
* * * 2. “STD” followed by “FLTS”; followed by “HD/HD+” for High Density flats pricing eligibility; followed by “CARRIER ROUTES” (or “CR–RTS”); followed by “SCHEME” (or “SCH”).* * *

[Revise 8.10.3b2; to read as follows:]
2. Line 2: For flats and Marketing parcels (Product Samples only), “STD LTRS” followed by “BC” if pallet contains barcoded letters; followed by “MACH” if pallet contains machinable letters; followed by “MAN” if pallet contains nonmachinable letters.

[Add new 8.10.3c, re-letter current 8.10.3c–8.10.h to 8.10.3d–8.10.i; to read as follows:]

2. Line 1: city, state and 5-digit ZIP Code destination
2. Line 2: “STD” followed by “FLTS”; followed by “HD/HD+ DIRECT”* *

Notice 123 (Price List)

[Revise prices as applicable.]
We will publish an appropriate amendment to 39 CFR part 111 to reflect these changes.
Joshua J. Hofer, Attorney, Ethics & Legal Compliance.
[FR Doc. 2021–11722 Filed 6–1–21; 4:15 pm]
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47 CFR Parts 1, 2, and 27
[WT Docket No 19–348; Report No. 3174; FR S 28984]

Petition for Reconsideration of Action in Rulemaking Proceeding

AGENCY: Federal Communications Commission.

ACTION: Petition for Reconsideration.

SUMMARY: Petitions for Reconsideration (Petitions) have been filed in the Commission’s rulemaking proceeding by David Silver, on behalf of The Aerospace Industries Association; D. Cary Mitchell, on behalf of The Blooston Rural Carriers; and Carri Bennet, on behalf of The Rural Wireless Association, Inc.

DATES: Oppositions to the Petition must be filed on or before June 18, 2021. Replies to an opposition must be filed on or before June 28, 2021.

ADDRESSES: Federal Communications Commission, 45 L Street NE, Washington, DC 20554.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Joyce Jones, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, Mobility Division, (202) 418–1327 or joyce.jones@fcc.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This is a summary of the Commission’s document, Report No. 3174, released May 20, 2021. The full text of the Petitions can be accessed online via the Commission’s Electronic Comment Filing System at: http://apps.fcc.gov/ecfs/. The Commission will not send a Congressional Review Act (CRA) submission to Congress or the Government Accountability Office pursuant to the CRA, 5 U.S.C. 801(a)(1)(A), because no rules are being adopted by the Commission.

Subject: Facilitating Shared Use in the 3100–3550 MHz Band, FCC 21–32, 86 FR 17920, April 7, 2021, WT Docket No. 19–348. This document is being published pursuant to 47 CFR 1.429(e). See also 47 CFR 1.429(f), (g).

Number of Petitions Filed: 3.
Federal Communications Commission.

Marlene Dortch,
Secretary, Office of the Secretary.

[FR Doc. 2021–11676 Filed 6–2–21; 8:45 am]
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